In this issue: Pivot Funding Search, CRPDE Website, Data Collaborations, Individualized Research Plans, Transcription Services, IRB IRIS, Broader Impacts, and upcoming internal deadlines.

**New Advisor Alert in Pivot**

Have you tried using Pivot for funding searches and notifications? Pivot will be introducing an Advisor Alert email service at the end of October to notify you of the top funding opportunities available for the week, specifically matched to your Pivot profile. With easier Profile updating, including the ability to add keywords to note research interests, now is the time to update your Pivot profile! For additional information on using Pivot, see our webpage: http://crpde.ou.edu/pivot.

**Individualized Research Plans (iRep)**

The iRep Workshop offers a hands-on approach to research planning and development for faculty members who have been at the University of Oklahoma (OU) for three years or less. During the 1 1/2 hour sessions, we discuss resources available to the faculty and strategies for developing research agendas. We also demonstrate how to use Pivot for funding searches and have tools and templates that may be helpful to new faculty. We are happy to accommodate specific small groups (contact Cindy Clark at cgclark@ou.edu), or individuals are welcome to sign up for existing workshops at http://crpde.ou.edu/workshops.

**Data Rich Research Collaboration**

CRPDE is interested in meeting with faculty whose work involves data sets so large and complex that it may be challenging to process those data using traditional processing applications. The definition is intended to be inclusive, so if you think you are part of this group, we would like to hear from you. In addition to learning about your research, we intend to facilitate connections of faculty whose work might be appropriate for collaboration. Please contact Marilyn Korhonen (mkorhonen@ou.edu) for information.

**CRPDE Website Update**

The CRPDE website recently received a facelift that should make it easier to locate resources. If you have trouble finding something or have any suggestions, please let us know! Note that many of the resources require you to log in with your university 4x4 and password.

**Transcription Services**

Does your research involve interviews? Do you need taped presentations transcribed? OU Printing Services provides transcription service for free to departments, as does the College of Education's CEDaR Research Support facility.

**Institutional Review Board updates IRIS**

The Office of Human Research Participant Protection launched a new and improved version of IRIS on October 8. The new version of software includes a more modern interface and new functionality improvements. These improvements will make it easier to submit a study.

**Network for Broader Impacts**

Do you have a Broader Impacts story? The National Science Foundation is gearing up for a Broader Impacts Emphasis Event and the Network for Broader Impacts is encouraging researchers to publish or share their broader impact “success stories”. Stories can be promoted on social media with the hashtag “#My_BI”. CRPDE can help in other ways as well! Contact Marilyn Korhonen (mkorhonen@ou.edu) for information.

**Upcoming Internal Deadlines**

- 5 Nov, Hotel Motel Tax Fund Grant Program
- 3 Dec, Oklahoma Arts Council Major Grant Support Program

CRPDE Research Reminders are distributed for Norman and Tulsa campus faculty. Our newsletter archive can be found here: http://crpde.ou.edu/about#newsletters.